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Some of the
juniors
undertaking a
hive inspection
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Meetings:

3 Thursday of each month
7.00 pm for 7.30 pm start

Venue:

Performing Arts Centre (PAC)
Doncaster Secondary College
123 Church Rd Doncaster
Melway 33 G 12

*********** Guests and Visitors Welcome ************
Next Meeting: Thursday 19th January 2017

Enquiries and information: editor@beekeepers.org.au
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NEW MEETING VENUE
The committee has secured a new meeting venue. It is felt that there are greater facilities for our
members by way of improved seating, audio visual and acoustics for better enjoyment and meeting
participation. Also, ample off street secure parking.
The meeting venue for our club from 19th January 2017 will be:

Performing Arts Centre (PAC) at Doncaster Secondary College, 123 Church Rd Doncaster.

PAC

Senior
Citizens

The venue is approached from Doncaster Rd. Turn right at the first set of lights after Victoria St. It is
about 1 km from the Senior Citizens.
Just past the PAC is a boom gate which will be up. Enter through here for the car park. Park in that
secure area or if it is full, another gate is approximately 50 m further down.
In moving to the new venue, we will be trying new meeting formats in an effort to improve members’
satisfaction and education. Some ideas may work and some may not. However, we do invite your
participation, suggestions and comments on different formats and what you want from the meetings.
With the increased seating capacity, we look forward to seeing more of our members attending. With
a membership list now approaching 400, we hope this move will realize a greater participation rate
which in turn will strengthen the club resources and beekeeping knowledge.
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Upcoming Events

.

Keep an eye on the website
for updates and amendments

February 1st, 8th, 15th 2017
February 4th 2017
BEGINNERS COURSE
MICROSCOPY WORKSHOP
1 day course
33 Saxon St, Brunswick

7.30–10.00 pm
Venue: Senior Citizens Clubrooms,
895-901 Doncaster Rd, Doncaster

Bee Folklore & Facts
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The STEERING Visit Program
Andrew Wootton

This mentoring initiative is up and running and the success of the first
round of visits exceeded all expectations. The acronym is derived from
SiTE mEntoRING which reflects the intention to offer guidance to our
member beekeepers who have obtained their hives recently. But the idea
is to include other relatively new beekeepers to share the experience and
insights.
So, the concept is to have the mentor come and conduct an inspection of
the host’s hive, accompanied by a small number of students; then to
explain what they find and discuss prospective actions; and for the
experience to be as hands on and interactive as possible. As part of the
exchange the host provides light refreshments for the group.
The first round visited locations in Oakleigh South, Park Orchards and
Riddell’s Creek. A limit of 10 students for each was set to ensure good
vantage points and interaction. Both the more central locations were
oversubscribed, while Riddell’s Creek was slightly less popular due to its
extra distance.
Not wholly predicted, a bonus of the program has been the laid-back
atmosphere and thoughtful discussion during the refreshment break and
the varied condition of the colonies, posing different questions and
approaches for the participants. Feedback from different perspectives is
included here to reflect this diversity of the experience.
We now have quite a list of prospective hosts and will be continuing and
extending the program. We do need more experienced mentors and are
seeking volunteers. It’s not onerous. All that is required is to agree the
date, turn up and go through the hive, remembering teaching is largely
bluff (!). For the next round, we plan to limit the number of students at
each site to 6, which should enhance the experience.
A second round of visits is scheduled for the weekend of 21st and 22nd
January. See the club website for details:
https://beekeepers.org.au/events

We are always looking for mentors so if you have beekeeping experience, and
willing to donate a Saturday or Sunday afternoon then please contact
secretary@beekeepers.org.au.
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Host
Mentor

Stuart Stone
Helmut Huber

Comments from students
‘Helmut; thank you. Very relaxed
manner of sharing knowledge and
tips with us all. My husband came
along and as a result has become
more interested in my venture into
beekeeping.’

Park ‘Thank you very much to our hosts
for allowing us to participate. For the
Orchards
lovely cold drinks and refreshments
also.’
‘It was good in that club members
could interact and also that Helmut
encouraged us to participate. Happy
to host a session at my place towards
the end of this year.’
‘Thank you for organising the
Mentoring Program - I attended
today's session and gained an
enormous amount of info’.

Oakleigh
South

Host
Anthony Mendes
Mentor Don Muir

Comments from Mentor
The hive is small and distressed with no stores and the queen not laying. Local flora
conditions are currently unfavourable due to this unusual season in Melbourne.
This inspection was timely as the hive requires emergency feeding to rescue. We added
some dry sugar at the time. However, the next day they had not taken much so Anthony
mixed a 1:1 syrup and bees seem to be taking to it; now a watch and wait.
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Riddells
Creek

Host
Mentor

Alexandra Doumis
Andrew Wootton

Comments from Host
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Club apiary
The club recently purchased 4 hives to form the basis of a club apiary, which is intended to
be used for courses and training exercises. The hives are currently located on land owned
by Ralph Lynch. Ralph and Laura Paris are
managing the apiary. If you wish to come
down and assist with these hives just ring
Ralph or Laura and arrange a date.
We are currently negotiating with
Banyule Council and hold some hope
that we may be able to peppercorn
lease some landThe
in theclub
nearapiary
future for
these hives and some additional space
facilities and for members if they require
accommodate their hives on short term periods.

and
some alternate apiary land to

Field book
The long awaited field and record book is expected back from the printer this week and
hopefully we will begin to distribute to all members at the next meeting. The book will be
distributed free to every club member and will have sufficient space to record your hive
activities.

It also contains notes and advice on diseases and general beekeeping

husbandry.

Junior Section
Unfortunately, there isn’t a photo of the December meeting but it resulted in us
being able to extract 3 frames giving each member a couple of small containers to
take home. The general consensus from the kids was that it was going to mum
and dad as Christmas presents. Although a good sampling was taken during the
meeting, and from watching that I doubt much would actually make it to Christmas.
Each junior had a turn on the extractor and I am pleased to report that there was
not too much mess. Not only are some of the young members developing into good
beekeepers but they could teach some of us older members how to be a bit cleaner
when working with honey.
Hopefully, sometime before pack down, we may be able to organize a day where
they can come along and show the skills they have developed in the past 6 months
or so. It is really surprising how well these kids are adapting to beekeeping and the
knowledge they display.
It is certainly my hope that some of them will continue on and become full members
of the club in due course.
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Bearding
Bearding is the term used when bees assemble on the outside of the hive mainly during hot
weather. They can cling to the front or sides of the hive, hang from the alighting board, or
gather at or around the entrance.
The conditions that mostly lead to bearding are high temperatures, high humidity, overcrowding, or a lack of ventilation or a combination of any of those factors. Bees form beards
in an effort to keep the brood nest from becoming overheated. If too many bee bodies are
covering the brood on a hot day, fanning may not be sufficient to keep the brood cool. The
bees will decrease the inside temperature by clinging to the outside, this not only decreases
the internal heat load, but will also decrease congestion and increase the ventilation space.
Bearding is sometimes confused with swarming, but
there are many differences.
•

Swarming usually occurs from early spring to
around the first week or so of December.
Bearding usually occurs in mid to late summer
particularly on hot days and nights.

•

Swarming usually occurs from mid-morning to
early afternoon, while bearding usually occurs
later in the afternoon or evening. Generally,
bearding bees will not go back inside until the
temperature drops—which may be quite late in
the evening.

•

Swarming bees make a loud roar while bearding
bees are relatively quiet.

•

Swarming bees may cover the hive but they also
form a cloud in the air around the hive. Bearding bees generally crawl out of the hive
without becoming airborne.

If your bees are bearding, make sure the hive has good ventilation, a good tip is to lift the
lid to improve air flow ventilation, place a small timber wedge to create a gap of 5 or 6 mm
under the lid at the front or rear, and ensure a nearby source of water. If possible, hives
should have some shade in the late afternoon. Again, I believe it is good practice to have a
sheet of foam or other material over your hive lid to create a roof extending 100 mm or so.
Bees are obviously going to do better and will be more productive if their working conditions
give some respite from the hot sun. They use a lot of energy, (food) resources if they are
required to work hard to cool a hot hive. Bees will do better and are more productive if they
have some respite from the direct sun, especially in hot climates. An open bottom board is
also a great help.
Once a new queen has emerged she will take 2-4 days to start on her mating flights,
assuming the weather is favourable. This is the time to NOT mess around with the hive
unless absolutely essential. If you really must open the hive (and I find it is difficult to
think of a sensible reason) it should be outside business (mating) hours, 9.00 am- 6.00
pm, and certainly not when drones are on the wing. After mating, which may take several
days, depending on the weather, the queen needs time to set up her sperm bank and
commence egg production. The minimum time from emergence to commencement of egg
laying is about 10 days but it is normally not less than a fortnight (14 days).
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Flow Hive page
We have approximately 50 Flow hive beekeepers in the club. I would ask that any Flow
beekeeper who has comments, or questions email me editor@beekeepers.org.au with
your comments, stories, observations or suggestions for Flow beekeeping which we
can publish for the information of other Flow members.
Below are some Q & A’s from the Flow hive website which you may find helpful.
How many Flow™ boxes (supers) do I need per hive?
One Flow super per hive is the simple answer as you can keep tapping off the honey
which gives the bees room to keep working and making more honey. However, if you
live in areas with a very high nectar flow, or if your existing beehives are particularly
large, we would recommend you use two Flow supers or more.
How do the bees know when to uncap the comb, and how long does it take?
The bees are quick to notice when the cells are empty. We guess empty cells must feel
quite different underfoot if you are a
bee. You can watch them work on the
end cells as soon as you reset the frame
to the cell formed position.
We have found the bees will sense the
cells are empty and begin the uncapping
rewaxing and refilling process straight
away. Usually they finish uncapping all
the cells in a day or two. A busy hive will
uncap all the cells in a day or two. If the
hive is not so busy it may take longer.
We have seen a not so busy hive take a week to finish uncapping the cells on the
outside frames.
Cleaning / Frame maintenance
We haven't found the Flow™ comb itself needs cleaning if it stays in the hive. The bees
do a great job of keeping it clean. If you remove it from the hive and let it sit around
it may need cleaning. You can do this by using hot water (just hot enough to melt
wax). A hot water hose is good. Set the Flow™ comb to ‘cell open’ position, this allows
the water to flow quite easily through all parts of the frame.
We have designed the honey trough at the bottom of the frame so that any remaining
honey can drip back into the hive for the bees to use. If the little channel remains clear
this works well, however if the bees block it up sometimes you end up with a little
honey in the trough at the bottom, which may need cleaning out prior to your next
harvest.
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What’s new?
Hobart will now allow the city's residents to
keep bees in their backyards, following a
worldwide
trend
to
foster
urban
beekeeping.
Hobart City Council voted to relax
restrictions
surrounding
beekeeping,
dispensing with a by-law that restricted
households to two hives at least 50 metres
from the nearest dwelling.
Tasmanian
Beekeepers'
Association's
Lindsay Bourke welcomed the decision.
"I'm very surprised that we even had that!"
he said.
"I'm pleased we've got rid of those silly
ideas and come back to reality."
The decision comes on the back of growing
popularity for urban beekeeping elsewhere
in Australia, with hives being established
on rooftops, and in backyards and
community gardens in Melbourne, Sydney,
Brisbane and Adelaide.
It's a worthwhile hobby, a very satisfying
hobby and something that appeals to all
walks of life.
Lindsay
Bourke,
Tasmania
Beekeepers' Association
A global movement - which has also seen
hives spring up in New York, London and
Paris - started at the same time as the first
reports of declining bee numbers, a

phenomenon known as colony collapse
disorder.
The cause is still unknown, but some
attribute the decline to habitat loss,
pesticides and climate change, as well as
the varroa destructor mite.
Australia is currently the only country
varroa-free but it is only a matter of time
before the pest arrives.
Mr Bourke expected a lot of Hobartians
would take up the hobby to try to bolster
bee populations to help combat the
threats.
"It's a growing industry, people are very
keen to look after the honey bees because
they're under threat throughout the
world," he said.
"Tasmania's clear [of varroa] at the
moment but we're very keen to keep this
industry and hobby going."
As well as a constant supply of free honey
and increasing genetic diversity, hobby
beekeeping would also help Tasmania's
farmers by increasing the number of bees
pollinating plants.
Mr Bourke encouraged Tasmanians to
contact their local beekeeping organisation
and consider keeping hives of their own.
"It's a worthwhile hobby, a very satisfying
hobby and something that appeals to all
walks of life," he said.
Source ABC Radio Tasmania.

REMINDER:
Members who have not yet registered with the Department as a beekeeper, please do so
now.
It is a legal requirement under the Livestock Disease Control Act 1994, and it’s free for
beekeepers who have 5 hives or less! As a registered beekeeper a scheme for financial
compensation is available for hive loss from AFB if you, as the registered beekeeper, have
notified a DEDJTR Apiary Officer of this serious disease.
To register go to dpi.payments.com.au / registration
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What should I do and should I feed
my bees?
This appears to be a very strange spring/summer for us beekeepers. Some areas (such as mine)
are thriving a great pollen and nectar flow, while others are starving.
A number of members have contacted us, worried about their colonies. When we have done
mentor visits, some colonies are really distressed and starving.
Some
have
shown signs of becoming queenless for some reason.
It is very important while we have this weather pattern and
poor honey flow to regularly check your hives.
1. Do a visual check weekly.
2. Daily look at the entrance activity. If you see a
marked decrease in good weather, look inside for
stores and larvae.
3. If necessary you may need to feed. Don’t wait in the hope
that flow will suddenly start. If you do not have any syrup just
add dry sugar to the top of the hive mat.

The supply of white sugar (sucrose) to honey bee colonies can be a valuable management tool
for beekeepers. It is used to supplement a shortage of stored honey to prevent starvation of the
colony, or to stimulate a colony to artificially promote breeding.
A colony of bees requires access to either stored honey or nectar to survive. Without either, the
colony will die from starvation within days. A cluster of bees without brood will maintain a
temperature of 20° C, whereas when a colony is looking after young brood the temperature will
be 34-35° C.
Notes on white sugar:
White sugar, we are led to believe from a range of information sources, is not a desirable food
for humans, particularly in excess quantities. What we are not told is that the sugar, sucrose is
the dominant sugar in nectar produced by flowering plants to attract pollinators, including
insects, bats, birds and small mammals. White sugar is the appropriate supplement for bees
providing the least risk of digestive complaints, usually manifested as dysentery. White sugar is
also economically attractive as a supplement for bees compared to other sugars and honey.
Thin syrup (50% or 1:1) is normally fed to bees to simulate a nectar flow. In a dearth it will be
rapidly taken and will prevent starvation and stimulate brood rearing. Dry sugar can be fed in
an emergency, but may not stimulate the colony to the same extent. When nectar becomes
available the bees may eject it from the hive. Thicker syrup (67% or 2:1) is fed before winter if
required to build up stores. Since it is close to honey concentration it doesn’t require much
drying down (ripening).

Disclaimer: Material and information published in any publication, training course, leaflet or web site
of the Beekeepers Club Inc., is produced for general information only. Although published
in good faith, the Club and/or any officer of the club will not be liable for any loss suffered
by any person for action taken on the basis of such information.
© The Beekeepers Club Inc. January 2017
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